KALINSKI CONSULTING &
TRAINING SERVICES, LLC.

ADVANCED LAW ENFORCEMENT
SNIPER COURSE

NOVEMBER 7-9, 2018

I

MARICOPA, ARIZONA

COURSE DESCRIPTION

The upcoming Law Enforcement Advanced Sniper Course will be focused on melding the basics with more
advanced skills throughout the 3 days of training. The beauty lies in the basics, and the best shooters spend
the time learning the trade before they learn the tricks. We’ll focus on establishing a solid foundation of the
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fundamentals of marksmanship using purpose-built shooting
drills meant
to diagnose problems,
and create
an environment that fosters discovery learning on the part of the student. We’ll cover the latest in external
ballistics and the current state of the art as it pertains to ballistic engines and how we’re able to predict
exactly where the bullet will be in time and space. Once data has been proven and gathered, we’ll move on to
focusing on the finer points of marksmanship by testing your ability to apply these fundamentals from
compromised shooting positions. You’ll receive one-on-one coaching to squeeze every bit of support from
your body and your gear. You’ll come away from this course with a no-doubt understanding of your
capabilities and limitations, as well as have professional feedback on your performance and how to improve.
Fundamentals of Marksmanship
Rifle Maintenance
Internal, External and Terminal Ballistics
Ballistic Computer Programs
Unconventional and Tripod Supported Positions
Obstacle Clearance Techniques

STUDENT PRE-REQUISITES:
The student must possess a Certificate from
an accredited (or reputable non-accredited)
Law Enforcement Basic Sniper course, or
higher level of education.

Surgical Shooting Skills
Known and Unknown Distance
(Target Engagements from 70-850 yards)

TUITION COST: $800

Individual Equipment Set-up and Management
Challenging shooting drills

FOR REGISTRATION AND PAYMENT INFO, EMAIL:

01
info@kalinskiconsulting.com

ADVANCED LAW ENFORCEMENT SNIPER COURSE
November 7-9, 2018 I Maricopa, Arizona

GEAR LIST
Weapon:
Rifle capable of at least 1 Minute of Angle accuracy
Bipod with adjustable L/R cant
Easily adjustable sling. Recommended Gear: Magpul
MS1 Padded Sling
Magnified optic with exposed target turret
adjustments
If the rifle is capable of detachable magazines, 3x
spare magazines

Ammunition:
400 Rounds of match ammunition

Weapon/Optic Support Equipment:
Rifle data book
One-piece cleaning rod
Bore guide
Appropriate cleaning equipment to include carbon
removing solvent
Nylon bore brush
Chamber mop
Appropriate lubricant
Optic cleaning wipes and brush
Required tools for rifle and optic fasteners
Blue loctite

Individual Gear:
Backpack/rucksack of sufficient size to carry your range
gear
Call-out gear to include helmet and body armor
Shooting mat (not required)
Arm coach. Recommended Gear: RE Factor Tactical
Rear shooting support. Recommended Gear:
Armageddon Gear
Notebook, pens, pencils
Tripod (must be able to elevate to a standing shooting
position, and have 3 legs). Ideally, the tripod should be
able to receive a rifle support saddle and binoculars
Laser Rangefinder (if you have one)
Spotting scope (if you have one)

FOR REGISTRATION AND PAYMENT INFO, EMAIL:

BACKGROUND:
Kalinski Consulting & Training Services,
LLC (KCTS) is owned and operated by
Caylen Wojcik. KCTS is an organization
dedicated to providing consultation and
training services through leveraging nearly
20 years of Caylen’s combined experience
in the military sniper community, and the
professional firearms training industry.
Caylen has trained dozens of law
enforcement agencies throughout the
country in the areas of basic and advanced
sniper skills, as well as direct action and
CQB operations. He is recognized as a
subject matter expert in precision long
range shooting and is a published author
for several industry publications, to
include Guns N Ammo’s SNIPER magazine.
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